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A new compound, IrMnSi, has been synthesized, and its crystal structure and magnetic properties have
been investigated by means of neutron powder diffraction, magnetization measurements, and first-principles
theory. The crystal structure is found to be of the TiNiSi type sordered Co2P, space group Pnmad. The
Mn-projected electronic states are situated at the Fermi level, giving rise to metallic binding, whereas a certain
degree of covalent character is observed for the chemical bond between the Ir and Si atoms. A cycloidal,
i.e., noncollinear, magnetic structure was observed below 460 K, with the propagation vector
q= f0,0 ,0.4530s5dg at 10 K. The magnetism is dominated by large moments on the Mn sites, 3.8mB / atom from
neutron diffraction. First-principles theory reproduces the propagation vector of the experimental magnetic
structure as well as the angles between the Mn moments. The calculations further result in a magnetic moment
of 3.2mB for the Mn atoms, whereas the Ir and Si moments are negligible, in agreement with observations. A
calculation that more directly incorporates electron-electron interactions improves the agreement between the
theoretical and experimental magnetic moments. A band mechanism is suggested to explain the observed
magnetic order.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.174420 PACS numberssd: 75.25.1z, 61.66.2f, 71.20.2b, 75.30.Cr
I. INTRODUCTION
It is of general interest to study the magnetic properties of
manganese compounds, since these often form complex,
noncollinear magnetic structures. Examples of this are
Mn3Sn and a- and g-Mn, as well as Mn in surface and
multilayer geometries.1 Several mechanisms have been sug-
gested to be responsible for this peculiar magnetic ordering,
e.g., a competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic interactions of nearest and next-nearest exchange
interactions,2 geometric frustration,3 the Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida sRKKYd interaction,4 and lately a mecha-
nism based on band filling and nesting.5 Different materials
can be classified into different groups, where one of the
above-mentioned mechanisms dominates.
One example of a complex magnetic structure is provided
by the Mn3IrSi1−xGex s0łxł1d solid solution. These com-
pounds crystallize in an ordered b-manganese structure, with
Mn moments ordering in a 120° spin configuration—a result
of frustrated antiferromagnetic interactions on a three-
dimensional network of corner-sharing Mn triangles.6,7 Fur-
ther, Mn3Sn forms a noncollinear magnetic structure due to
relativistic interactions,3 whereas the FeNi Invar alloys form
noncollinear magnetic structures3 according to the mecha-
nism outlined in Ref. 5.
Another example, of direct relevance for this study, is
provided by the intermetallic MM8X compounds of 1:1:1
stoichiometry swhere M and M8 are transition-metal ele-
ments and X is a group 14 or 15 elementd, which show a
variety of interesting magnetic properties. Among the
isostructural TiNiSi-type compounds sordered Co2Pd,8
CoMnGe,9 NiMnSi,10 and CoMnSi sin the temperature inter-
val 360–390 Kd11,12 are ferromagnetic and CoMnSi
sT,360 Kd11 and NiMnGe sRef. 13d form helicoidal
magnetic structures, whereas NiMnSi0.5Ge0.5 sRef. 10d and
RhMnSi sRef. 14d form commensurate ferrimagnetic and
antiferromagnetic structures, respectively.
The wide range of magnetic properties sferromagnetism,
antiferromagnetism, and noncollinear magnetismd of this
class of Mn systems motivates the current combined experi-
mental and theoretical study in the search of different non-
collinear magnetic compounds and the identification of the
mechanism that stabilizes their magnetic structure. It is of
particular interest to contrast the magnetism of the com-
pound we synthesized in this paper, IrMnSi, to the previously
discussed Mn3IrSi, since they are both noncollinear magnets
containing Mn, Ir, and Si, but with different stoichiometries
and crystal structures. sAs we shall see below, IrMnSi crys-
tallizes in a TiNiSi-type structure.d
We determined the crystal and magnetic structures by
neutron powder diffraction and also studied the magnetic
properties by magnetization measurements. The theoretical
total energy and electronic-structure calculations were em-
ployed to analyze the origin of the noncollinear order of this
compound, using the above-described mechanisms. We came
to the conclusion that the band mechanism proposed in Refs.
3 and 5 explains the magnetic order in IrMnSi.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A. Synthesis
A sample of stoichiometry IrMnSi was prepared by the
drop-synthesis method,15 using a high-frequency induction
furnace. The sample was contained in an Al2O3 crucible in a
300-mbar argon atmosphere. The starting materials were
pressed pellets of iridium powder sAlfa Aesar, purity
99.95%d, single-crystal pieces of silicon sHighways Interna-
tional, purity 99.999%d, and pieces of manganese
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metal sCerac, claimed purity 99.99%, purified from manga-
nese oxides by sublimationd. The ingot was subsequently
crushed and pressed into pellets that were annealed for
4 days at 900 °C and 8 days at 800 °C and fine ground
and stress relieved at 650 °C for 40 min in evacuated
silica tubes.
B. X-ray powder diffraction
Powder x-ray diffraction films were recorded with a
Guinier-Hägg focusing camera sCu Ka1 radiationd with Si
added as an internal standard fa=5.43088s4d Å at 295 Kg.
The sample was found to be single phase with a primitive
orthorhombic unit cell of dimensions a=6.2522s2d Å,
b=3.8360s1d Å, c=7.1255s2d Å at 295 K.
C. Magnetization measurements
A Quantum Design MPMS XL superconducting quantum
interference device sSQUIDd magnetometer was used for
the magnetization measurements. The magnetization vs
temperature at constant-field sweeps were made from
10 K to 300 K in an applied field of 250 Oe using the
ordinary cryostat of the system and from 300 K to 700 K
in an applied field of 1 kOe using the optional oven. The
field dependence of the magnetization was recorded at 10 K
and at 700 K. For the temperature-dependent measurements
two different protocols were used: zero-field-cooled sZFCd
and field-cooled sFCd. In the ZFC protocol the sample
is cooled to the starting temperature in zero applied field.
Then the desired measurement field is applied and the
data are collected on heating the sample. In the FC protocol
the measurement field is applied at a temperature above
the transition temperature of the sample, and the sample
is cooled to the starting temperature in this field. The data
are then collected on heating the sample as for the ZFC
protocol.
D. Neutron powder diffraction
Neutron powder diffraction intensities were recorded at
the Swedish research reactor R2 in Studsvik. The sample was
contained in a vanadium cylinder, and the neutron beam was
monochromatized by two Cu s220d single-crystals in a par-
allel arrangement, giving a wavelength l=1.471 Å. Diffrac-
tograms were recorded, with steps of 0.08°, in the 2u range
4°–139.92° at the temperatures 523 K and 295 K, and in the
2u range 1.2°–139.92° at 10 K. An absorption correction was
applied using mR=1.23, as calculated from a transmission
measurement at 2u=0°.
E. Crystal and magnetic structure refinements
The structure refinements were performed according to
the Rietveld method, using the program FULLPROF.16 The
neutron-scattering lengths were Ir: 10.6 fm; Mn: −3.73 fm;
and Si: 4.149 fm. The background was modeled by interpo-
lation between fixed points. A pseudo-Voigt profile function
with a refined ratio of Gaussian and Lorentzian contributions
was used to describe the peak shape.
For the 523 K data set, 20 parameters were varied.
The profile parameters were scale factor s1d, zero point
s1d, profile-shape parameter s1d, half-width parameters s3d,
and asymmetry parameters s2d. The structural parameters
were atomic coordinates s6d, lattice parameters s3d, and iso-
tropic temperature factors s3d. For the 295 K and 10 K data
sets, parameters describing the magnetic structure
were also varied. A propagation vector s±q: 1 parameter
variedd was used to describe the magnetic structure.
The magnetic moments were localized on the Mn atoms.
The real and imaginary components of the magnetic
moments were constrained to have the same magnitude
sMMn: 1 parameter variedd, with directions described
by spherical angles17 su, w, 2 parameters variedd. During
refinements of the magnetic structure an overall temperature
factor was used, which was fixed to 0.1 Å2 and 0.5 Å2, re-
spectively, for the 10 K and 295 K data sets. The nuclear and
magnetic contributions to the diffraction intensities were
treated as two separate phases, with the magnetic phase de-
scribed in space group P1¯ , using the magnetic form-factor
curve of Mn3+.
III. THEORY
For the analysis of the chemical bonding a fully relativis-
tic implementation of the full-potential linear muffin-tin or-
FIG. 1. sColor onlined Observed spointsd, calculated slined, and
difference sbottom lined neutron diffraction profiles for IrMnSi at
523 K. The tick marks indicate the positions of the Bragg
reflections.
FIG. 2. sColor onlined Crystal structure of IrMnSi in projection
on the ac plane. Open symbols: y= 14 ; closed symbols: y=
3
4 .
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bital sFP-LMTOd method18 was used. In the FP-LMTO
method the crystal is divided into nonoverlapping muffin-tin
spheres, centered on the atomic sites, and with an interstitial
region in between. For the expansion of the electron density
and the potential inside the muffin tins, spherical harmonics
times a radial component were used. In the interstitial region
the expansion made use of a Fourier series. The basis func-
tions were Bloch sums of the Neumann and Hankel functions
in the interstitial region that were augmented by a numerical
basis function inside the muffin-tin spheres. A so-called
double basis was used to ensure a well-converged wave
function, i.e., two interstitial basis functions with different
tail energies were used, each attached to its own sn, ld radial
function. The local spin-density approximation sLSDAd was
used for all calculations.
In addition to the type-projected density of states sPDOSd
and the charge density, the so-called balanced crystal orbital
overlap population19 sBCOOPd was used to analyze the char-
acter of the chemical bonds. The BCOOP is defined as an
orbital-population weighted DOS. It is an energy-resolved
quantity which is positive for bonding states and negative for
antibonding states, hence enabling a distinction between
bonding and antibonding contributions to a chemical bond.
In addition to the FP-LMTO calculations we also per-
formed theoretical calculations based on a noncollinear ver-
sion of the linear muffin-tin orbital method in the atomic
sphere approximation sLMTO-ASAd method20 where the
atomic magnetic moments can point in a general direction
snot simply spin up and spin downd and spiral magnetic
structures can be treated. We also performed similar calcula-
tions with the projector-augmented wave sPAWd method,21
as implemented in Vienna ab-initio simulation package
sVASPd, where in addition to the LSDA effective potential
we also made use of the so-called LSDA+U method,22




For the data set recorded at 523 K the observed intensities
are well explained by a TiNiSi-type structure sordered
Co2Pd,8 space group Pnma. Three different 4c positions
sx , 14 ,zd are occupied by iridium, manganese, and silicon, re-
spectively, which correspond to four formula units of IrMnSi
per unit cell. Within experimental error, all sites are fully
occupied, with no evidence of mixed occupancy. In the fol-
lowing magnetic-structure description the Mn atoms will be
labeled as follows:
Mn1sx, 14 ,zd, Mn2sx + 12 , 14 , 12 − zd ,
Mn3s 12 − x, 34 , 12 + zd, Mn4s1 − x, 34 ,1 − zd .
Structure refinements were performed by the Rietveld
method for the 2u-range 15°–100° due to extensive peak
overlap at higher angles, resulting in agreement factors
Rprofile=4.79%, RBragg=4.68% in the last cycle of refine-
ments. The fitted diffractogram at 523 K is plotted in Fig. 1,
and the obtained structural parameters are listed in Table I.
The same crystal structure is found at 295 K and 10 K, with
only small changes of the atomic coordinates. The inter-
atomic distances shorter than 3 Å at 10 K were calculated
and listed in Table II.
A projection of the IrMnSi structure on the ac plane is
shown in Fig. 2. All atoms are situated on mirror planes
perpendicular to the b axis, at heights y= 14 and y=
3
4 . The
silicon atoms are located in triangular prisms made up of two
Ir+four Mn atoms, with further two Ir and one Mn atoms son
corners of other prismsd capping the rectangular sides of the
prisms on the same height as the Si atom. Prisms on the same
TABLE I. Structural parameters of IrMnSi at 523 K sestimated standard deviation in parenthesesd. Space
group Pnma sNo. 62d, Wyckoff position 4c sx , 14 ,zd.
a sÅd 6.2778s6d b sÅd 3.8636s4d c sÅd 7.1329s6d
xMn 0.026s1d xIr 0.1598s4d xSi 0.7818s9d
zMn 0.173s1d zIr 0.5602s4d zSi 0.6296s9d
BMn sÅ2d 1.0s1d BIr sÅ2d 0.59s5d BSi sÅ2d 0.6s1d
Rprofile s%d 4.79 Rwp s%d 6.10 Rexp s%d 5.53
x2 1.22 RBragg s%d 4.68
TABLE II. Interatomic distances sÅd in IrMnSi at 10 K sestimated standard deviation in parenthesesd.
MnuSi 2.664s8d IruSi 2.335s6d Siu Ir 2.335s6d
Mnu2Si 2.674s6d Iru2Si 2.372s4d Siu2Ir 2.372s4d
Mnu2Si 2.718s6d IruSi 2.424s6d Siu Ir 2.424s6d
Mnu Ir 2.820s6d IruMn 2.820s6d SiuMn 2.664s8d
Mnu2Ir 2.853s5d Iru2Mn 2.853s5d Siu2Mn 2.674s6d
Mnu Ir 2.891s6d IruMn 2.891s6d Siu2Mn 2.718s6d
Mnu2Ir 2.940s5d Iru2Ir 2.897s3d
Iru2Mn 2.940s5d
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height along the b axis share two corners, forming buckled
chains that propagate along the a axis and form infinite col-
umns along the b axis. The local surroundings of the Mn
atoms are distorted square pyramids of five Si atoms,
whereas the Ir atoms are located in irregular tetrahedra of
four Si atoms.
To illustrate where magnetic interactions between the
Mn atoms can be expected, the crystal structure is also
displayed in Fig. 3, with shaded prisms around two of the
Si atoms sat y= 14 and y=
3
4 d and with a dashed line between
neighboring Mn atoms on different chains of prisms.
The shortest Mn-Mn distance is found along the dashed
lines between prisms on different heights along the b axis
fd1=3.124s9d Å at 10 Kg. The second-nearest Mn-Mn dis-
tance corresponds to the edges of the triangular faces of the
prisms fd2=3.313s4d Å at 10 Kg. The height of the prisms
fd3=3.8275s3d Å at 10 Kg separate the third-nearest Mn
neighbors.
B. Magnetization measurements
The results of the magnetization-vs-temperature measure-
ments are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The susceptibility
sx=M /Hd is paramagnetic and quite weakly temperature de-
pendent. The most prominent feature of the susceptibility-vs-
temperature curve is a broad maximum at about 570 K that
indicates that the system approaches an “antiferromagnetic”
scompensated spontaneous magnetizationd phase transition.
The transition temperature, derived from the maximum in the
dsxTd /dT-vs-T curve, is found to be TN=460 K. The very
broad maximum and the huge difference between the tem-
perature for the maximum and the transition temperature
implies that the magnetic order is not that of an ordinary
3d antiferromagnet. As can be seen from Fig. 4, our experi-
ment did not reach a region where the system shows a Curie-
Weiss behavior, which hinders an experimental determina-
tion of pef f.
An additional feature is observed at about 40 K, where
the ZFC and FC magnetization curves suddenly deviate and
the FC susceptibility rapidly increases. From the magnetiza-
tion data it is not possible to distinguish whether this
anomaly arises from some very small amount snot resolved
in the diffraction measurementsd of a ferromagnetic impurity
phase with a transition temperature at 40 K se.g., Mn3O4d or
if it is due to some minor rearrangement of the spin structure
that causes a less-well-compensated spontaneous magnetic
moment in the sample. The similarity between the magnetic
structure at 10 K and 295 K from the neutron diffraction
does not give any indication of a spin reconfiguration be-
tween these temperatures. The magnetization curves at 10 K
and 700 K yielded a paramagnetic response slinear M-vs-H
curvesd with a susceptibility of 1.2310−5 emu/ sg Oed
at 10 K and 2.0310−5 emu/ sg Oed at 700 K. sIt should
be noted that the high-temperature experiments were
made with a sample holder that gives a larger background
signal that causes some difference in the absolute value of
the measured susceptibility between the data at high and low
temperatures.d
C. Magnetic structure
In addition to the peaks present at 523 K, the diffracto-
grams recorded at 295 K and 10 K sshown in Fig. 6d show
reflections that are of magnetic origin. A s000d± reflection as
well as satellites around the nuclear reflections were success-
fully indexed by a propagation vector parallel to the c axis,
q= s0,0 ,qzd; qz=0.4530s5d at 10 K and qz=0.4541s5d at
295 K, corresponding to a repeat distance of ,15.7 Å. The
FIG. 3. sColor onlined Crystal structure of IrMnSi with shaded
prisms around Si and the three closest Mn-Mn distances indicated
sd1, dashed lines between the prisms; d2, d3 on the edges of the
prismsd.
FIG. 4. Magnetic susceptibility sxd vs temperature sTd,
300–700 K, measured with an applied field of 1 kG.
FIG. 5. Magnetic susceptibility sxd vs temperature sTd,
10–300 K, measured with an applied field of 250 G.
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best fit to the observed intensities was at both temperatures
obtained for a cycloidal magnetic structure model, with
magnetic moments on the Mn atoms. The magnetic moments
rotate within a plane comprising the propagation vector,
i.e., they rotate around an axis lying in the ab plane, with
the angle between the a axis and the plane of rotation varied
during the refinements fobtained value 63s3d° at 10 K,
74s6d° at 295 Kg. No magnetic moment on the Ir sites
was detected, within the accuracy of the neutron diffraction
experiments.
The magnetic moment MsL , jd on the Mn atom j in unit
cell L, related to the reference cell sni=0d by the lattice vec-
tor RsLd=n1a+n2b+n3c sni=integerd, is given by
MsL, jd = Resjdcosh2p · fq · RsLd + csjdgj
+ Imsjdsinh2p · fq · RsLd + csjdgj , s1d
where q is the propagation vector, csjd is the phase angle sin
fractions of 2pd, Resjd and Imsjd are the real and imaginary
Fourier coefficients of the magnetic moment, and
MMn = uResjdu = uImsjdu . s2d
The best fit between the observed and calculated intensi-
ties was obtained with the phase angles of the four Mn atoms
within one crystallographic unit cell related as snumbered as
defined in the crystal structure sectiond:
cMn1 = cMn4 = c1 = 0, − cMn2 = cMn3 = c2 =
1
2qz. s3d
Thus the magnetic moments on Mn1 and Mn4 are parallel,
whereas the angle between the magnetic moments of




The Fourier coefficients of the magnetic moments placed
on the Mn atoms, resulting from structure refinements for the
10 K data set, are listed in Table III, together with cell pa-
rameters, atom coordinates, propagation vector, phase
angles, and agreement factors. The observed and calculated
profiles at 10 K are plotted in Fig. 6.
With the phase angles fixed during the refinements, the
obtained magnitude of the magnetic moment was 3.77s4dmB
at 10 K, with the magnetic agreement factor RMag=8.58%.
TABLE III. Structural and magnetic parameters of IrMnSi at 10 K sestimated standard deviation in
parenthesesd.
a sÅd 6.2415s5d b sÅd 3.8275s3d c sÅd 7.1220s6d
xMn 0.0258s9d xIr 0.1600s4d xSi 0.7795s9d
zMn 0.1719s8d zIr 0.5604s4d zSi 0.6290s8d
MMn smBd 3.77s4d c1 s2pda,b 0.0 c2 s2pda 0.2265s2d
wRe s°d 63s3d.0 uRe s°db 90.0 qz 0.4530s5d
wIm s°db 0.0 uIm s°db 0.0 Boverall sÅ2db 0.1
Rprofile s%d 4.40 Rwp s%d 5.56 Rexp s%d 4.62
x2 1.45 RBragg s%d 3.53 RMag s%d 8.58




w, u: Spherical angles of the sreal and imaginaryd Fourier components of the magnetic moment.
FIG. 6. sColor onlined Observed spointsd, calculated slined, and
difference sbottom lined neutron diffraction profiles for IrMnSi at
10 K. The upper and lower tick marks indicate the positions of the
Bragg reflections for the crystal and magnetic structures,
respectively.
FIG. 7. Magnetic-moment directions sview direction normal to
the plane of rotationd, with the phase angle scd as well as angles and
distances between neighboring Mn atoms indicated scorresponding
to d1, d2 in Fig. 3d.
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Allowing cMn4 to vary ssetting cMn2=cMn4−
1
2qzd gives a bet-
ter agreement factor sRMag=6.53% d, and results in a small
negative phase angle fcMn4=−0.008s3dg, accompanied by an
increase of the magnitude of the magnetic moments to
3.95s6dmB. However, the difference between the two models
is so small that within experimental accuracy the Mn1 and
Mn4 moments can be regarded as parallel. As can be ex-
pected, a lower magnetic moment is obtained at 295 K:
MMn=3.06s4dmB.
The magnetic-moment directions are drawn in the plane
of rotation in Fig. 7, with the angle and distance between the
neighboring Mn moments indicated. A three-dimensional
view of the magnetic moments in consecutive unit
cells along the propagation vector sc-axis directiond
were calculated from Eq. s1d and are illustrated in
Fig. 8. Within the first unit cell the directions are given
by cMnj ·360°, with all directions further rotated
FIG. 8. sColor onlined Three-dimensional view of the magnetic
moments in consecutive unit cells along the propagation vector
sc-axis directiond.
FIG. 9. Logarithmic charge density of IrMnSi projected onto
the ac plane at y= 14 sopen symbols in Fig. 2d. The enumerated
dashed lines show the bonds investigated by the BCOOP presented
in Fig. 10.
FIG. 10. sColor onlined PDOS of Mn d supper paneld and Ir d,
and Si p smiddle paneld. Note that the Si p PDOS is enlarged by a
factor of 5. The lower panel shows the BCOOP of IrMnSi for some
selected bonds scf. Fig. 9d.
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nqz ·360° <n ·163° in the following sn=1,2 , . . . d unit cells.
This renders the magnetic moments on pairs of near-
neighbor Mn atoms sseparation distances d1 and d2, respec-
tivelyd to have 163° and 82° angles between them, respec-
tively, due to their different intersheet distances along the
propagation vector ssee Figs. 7 and 8d.
V. THEORETICAL RESULTS
A. Crystal chemistry
In Fig. 9 the charge-density distribution of IrMnSi is
shown projected onto the ac plane at y= 14 scf. Fig. 2d. Note
that the charge density of the y= 34 plane is similar to that of
Fig. 9, but it has the mirror image of Fig. 9. The charge
density around the Mn atoms is spherical with a region out-
side the atoms that is rather featureless and flat, which points
towards a mainly metallic bond. Along the bonds between
the Ir and Si atoms, on the other hand, some charge is accu-
mulated, which is characteristic of a covalent character to the
bond. It should be noted that there is still an overall metallic
component to the chemical bond of this material, and in fact
the electronic structure has bands crossing the Fermi level
sEFd. This is reflected in the density of states sDOSd, shown
in Fig. 10.
In order to further analyze the bonding character, the DOS
projected on the atomic types, as well as the BCOOP calcu-
lated for some selected bonds, are plotted in Fig. 10. Com-
paring the Mn d PDOS supper panel in Fig. 10d with those of
Ir d and Si p smiddle paneld supports the conclusions drawn
from the charge-density distribution—the very similar PDOS
of the Ir d states and the Si p states are characteristic of
strong hybridization and, as a result, a covalent bond. The
Mn d PDOS, on the other hand, shares no common features
with those of either Ir or Si, which points towards a much
smaller hybridization and a less covalent bonding, which is
consistent with the metallic bond discussed in connection
with Fig. 9.
The BCOOP of selected Ir-Mn, Si-Mn, and Si- Ir bonds
is plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 10. For a pure covalent
bond the BCOOP has positive and negative regions that are
well separated. If EF cuts through a region that separates the
positive region of the BCOOP curve from the negative re-
gion, a maximum of the covalent binding is expected.19 The
BCOOP between the Ir and Si pairs shows a positive region
in the energy range of −0.5 to −0.3 Ry sindicating bonding
covalent statesd and negative contributions in the range be-
tween −0.3 Ry and the Fermi energy sindicating antibonding
statesd. It should be noted that all bonding states are filled,
whereas only a part of the antibonding states are filled, re-
sulting in a net covalent contribution to the chemical bonds.
In Fig. 10 we also note that the BCOOP curve for the
Mn-Ir pair and the Mn-Si pair signals to a much lesser
degree a distinct division of states into bonding and anti-
bonding types, which suggests that the covalence between
these atom types is much less pronounced, compared to the
Si- Ir bond. This conclusion is consistent with the discussion
around Fig. 9.
B. Magnetic structure
The magnetic properties were calculated both in the
LMTO-ASA formalism, from the FP-LMTO technique as
well as by using the PAW method as implemented in
VASP. For the latter method we also compared results
from the LSDA with calculations using the LSDA+U ap-
proximation. A ferromagnetic calculation based on the
LSDA results in a magnetic moment just above 3mB /Mn
atom s3.1 with LMTO-ASA, 3.3 with FP-LMTO, and 3.3
with VASPd, with an almost-vanishing moment on all other
atoms of the cell. This deviates to some extent from the
experimental values, where the magnetism is indeed found to
reside on the Mn atoms, but with a larger magnitude of
3.8mB /Mn atom.
We also investigated the energy of different magnetic
phases in this compound. In Fig. 11 we show the energy of a
ferromagnetic alignment of the four Mn atoms inside the
crystallographic unit cell, but with a screw-spiral geometry
with a propagation vector sqd along the f001g direction. It is
to be noted that an energy minimum is observed at
q,0.17. We also investigated the energy of the experimental
magnetic structure. This was done by fixing the angles of the
magnetic moments of the four Mn atoms inside a given unit
cell to the experimental values,23 and then the total energy
was calculated for different values of q. The results are
shown in Fig. 11, and we observe that the energy minimum
is found at q,0.43, which is in good agreement with our
experimental values.
The theoretical results so far have been extracted by
means of the force theorem, which is a computationally ef-
ficient method of comparing energy differences between
magnetic structures, at the expense of being slightly less ac-
curate than a comparison of total energies of fully self-
consistent calculations. In order to assess the accuracy of the
force theorem, we also performed fully self-consistent calcu-
lations, and the energies of these calculations are also shown
in Fig. 11. Note from the figure that for the fully self-
FIG. 11. Calculated energy difference sper formula unitd
between the ferromagnetic configuration and a noncollinear,
screw-spiral configuration. The reference level is the ferromagnet,
which defines the energy zero in the plot. FM denotes a ferromag-
netic coupling between the four Mn atoms inside the crystallo-
graphic unit cell, and NC denotes angles between the Mn
atoms inside the crystallographic cell that equal the experimental
values.
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consistent calculations the energy minimum is moved down
in energy with 1-2 mRy/formula unit, but the q value for
this minimum is more or less unchanged. For the self-
consistent calculations we also minimized the energy with
respect to the angles of the Mn atoms inside the crystallo-
graphic unit cell, but the deviation from the experimental
values was very small s,3° on averaged. The self-consistent
calculations for this noncollinear magnetic structure resulted
in somewhat larger Mn moments compared to the ferromag-
netic calculations, but a value of 3.2mB /Mn atom is still
,15% lower than the observed value. From Fig. 11 it is now
obvious that one observes an energy minimum for a mag-
netic structure that is very close to the experimental one sthe
q value is almost identical as are the angles between the
magnetic atoms inside the crystallographic unit celld. Both in
the fully self-consistent calculations and the calculations
based on the force theorem this minimum is just barely an
absolute minimum.
In order to analyze the origin of the complex magnetic
order in IrMnSi we show in Fig. 12 the energy-band
structure along the −Z-G-Z direction. In the top part we
show the energy bands corresponding to a wave function
with a q value equal to the experimental one.3 This
wave function is characterized by the q vector and the
angle u.3,20 The value of u in this calculation was set to zero,
which corresponds to a ferromagnetic arrangement of the
spins and also a ferromagnetic total energy. The upper panel
of Fig. 12 is hence nothing but a complex way to plot
the energy bands of a ferromagnet, using a general wave
function with spin-spiral symmetry.3 In the lower panel of
Fig. 12 we show the energy bands of IrMnSi for the observed
magnetic structure, i.e., for a wave function with the experi-
mental q value and using u=90.23 In the past a mechanism
has been identified that stabilizes the energy of noncollinear
magnets and is based on an energy-band analysis.3,5 For
the noncollinear magnetic order, the bands start to hybridize
with one another, especially bands that for a ferromagnet
are orthogonal si.e., spin-up and spin-down bands of the
ferromagnetd. If this causes an opening of the band gaps
around EF, so that the number of bands that cross EF is
reduced, the total energy of the system is lowered.3,5 When
comparing the two panels of Fig. 12 we observe that this
indeed is the case, and we conclude that IrMnSi belongs to
the class of materials that are stabilized due to the band
mechanism of Refs. 3 and 5.
In the past it has been found that the so-called
LSDA+U approximation sometimes gives larger magnetic
moments, and for this reason we also performed calculations
using this technique. For simplicity this was done for a
ferromagnetic configuration. Values of U of 2, 3, and 4 eV
for the Mn atom were chosen, and for the other atoms U
was zero. As expected one indeed obtains larger values
for the Mn moments; for a U of 2 eV we calculate a
Mn moment of 3.7mB / atom, U=3 eV results in a Mn mo-
ment of 3.9mB /Mn atom, and finally U=4 eV yields a Mn
moment of 4.1mB /Mn atom. This result is quite encouraging
since these values of U have been discussed for metallic 3d
elements.24
In Table IV we compare the calculated structural param-
eters as a function of selected values of U sin the range of
2–4 eVd. The TiNiSi structure has several free parameters;
the lattice parameter c /a and b /a ratios, as well as positional
parameters for all the atoms. It may be noted that as a
function of U the calculated structural result is approaching
the experimental values, and that the calculation with
U=4 comes closest to the measured data. Hence we
conclude that both the magnetic moments and structural
properties are best reproduced with the LSDA+U approach
using a U of 4 eV.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
IrMnSi was found to crystallize with the TiNiSi type
structure, and it is thus isostructural with the room-
temperature polymorph of, e.g., RhMnSi,14 CoMnSi,11,12
CoMnGe,9 NiMnSi,10 and NiMnGe.13,25 For CoMnsSi/Ged
and NiMnsSi/Ged a transition to the Ni2In-type structure is
reported to take place at higher temperatures sbetween 125
and 930 °Cd.26 However, we find no traces of a Ni2In-type
phase in the IrMnSi samples quenched from 800 °C, nor do
we see any evidence for such a structural transition on heat-
ing to 523 K. As in the above-listed compounds, Mn occu-
pies the pyramidal site in IrMnSi. This is different from the
TiNiSi-type RMnSi and RMnGe compounds sR=rare earth
elementd, where R occupies the pyramidal site and Mn the
tetrahedral position.27–29
In addition to an overall metallic binding in IrMnSi, a
certain degree of a covalent bond character is observed be-
tween Ir and Si in the theoretically calculated charge-density
FIG. 12. sColor onlined Calculated energy bands for IrMnSi.
The Fermi level is at zero and is marked by a thin horizontal line. In
the upper panel the bands for a ferromagnetic alignment of the four
Mn spins within the crystallographic cell are displayed. In the lower
panel the band structure of IrMnSi for the experimental configura-
tion of the Mn spins is shown.
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maps and BCOOP curves. In the TiNiSi-type structure, these
atoms form a three-dimensional net of hexagons, in which
the observed distances between Ir and Si in IrMnSi
s2.33–2.42 Å at room temperatured are of similar magnitude
as those reported for, e.g., sHo/YbdIrSi sRef. 30d and RIrSi
sR=Tb-Erd.31 The covalent bond character in the hexagonal
network has previously been reported from extended Hückel-
band-structure calculations for TiNiSi sRef. 32d as well as
from LMTO-ASA band-structure calculations for the isos-
tructural EuAgMg.33
A cycloidal magnetic structure was found below a transi-
tion temperature of 460 K for IrMnSi. The propagation vec-
tor is parallel to the c axis, and the magnetic moments rotate
around an axis in the ab plane. Thus Mn atoms in sheets
perpendicular to the c axis shaving the same z coordinated
have parallel magnetic moments, with the smallest Mn-Mn
separation within the sheet d3=3.8275s3d Å at 10 K. In con-
trast, the two shortest Mn-Mn distances sd1 and d2d are
found between atoms in adjacent sheets “up” and “down” the
c axis, respectively, and thus the magnetic moments are ro-
tated relative to each other. Pairs of Mn atoms separated
d1 f3.124s9d Å at 10 Kg have almost antiparallel moments
s163° angled, whereas pairs separated d2 f3.313s4d Å at
10 Kg have almost perpendicular moments s82° angled ssee
Figs. 7 and 8d. The propagation vector of IrMnSi,
q= f0,0 ,0.4530s5dg at 10 K, is close to q= s0,0 , 12 d, which
would correspond to a commensurate magnetic structure
with a doubling of the c axis, as was previously reported for
the isostructural and isoelectronic compound RhMnSi.14 The
experimentally observed magnetic structure of IrMnSi is cor-
roborated by the results from the theoretical calculations.
Both in fully self-consistent calculations and in calculations
based on the force theorem an energy minimum is observed
for the propagation vector q,0.43 and for the angles be-
tween the Mn moments inside the crystallographic unit cell
that are almost identical to the experimental ones.
The observed magnetic moment in IrMnSi, 3.8mB
at 10 K, is higher than previous reports of Mn moments in
the above-mentioned TiNiSi-type MnM8X compounds
sM8=transition metal element and X=Si or Ged, and similar
to the reported value for the ferromagnetic Fe2P-type
compound PdMnGe s3.7mB at 4.2 Kd.34 A similar magnitude
of the Mn magnetic moment is also reported for the
antiferromagnetic TiNiSi-type compounds NdMnGe
fmMn=3.73s10dmB, mNd=3.30s8dmB at 2 Kg29 and YMnGe
fmMn=3.51s15d mB at 2 Kg.28 Of these, YMnGe forms a col-
linear antiferromagnetic order,28 whereas NdMnGe at 2 K
has a cycloidal magnetic structure.29 The theoretical calcula-
tions based on LSDA give somewhat lower Mn moments for
IrMnSi s3.1–3.3mBd than the experimentally observed ones.
If instead the LSDA+U approximation is used a perfect
agreement with experimental values is observed, with calcu-
lated moments of 3.7–4.1mB for U values of 2–4 eV. These
U values are in good agreement with those previously dis-
cussed for metallic 3d elements.24
The energy-band structure along the −Z-G-Z direction
calculated for different types of magnetic orders ssee Fig. 12d
shows a reduced number of bands crossing EF for the experi-
mentally observed, noncollinear magnetic structure com-
pared to those for a ferromagnet. Thus we conclude that
IrMnSi belongs to the class of materials for which noncol-
linear magnetism is stabilized by the hybridization of energy
bands opening band gaps around EF, as discussed by Kübler3
and Lizárraga et al.5
VII. SUMMARY
We reported a new phase IrMnSi that crystallizes with the
TiNiSi-type structure. Below the magnetic transition tem-
perature 460 K a cycloidal magnetic structure is formed,
with magnetic moments on the Mn atoms of 3.8mB at 10 K.
The propagation vector is q= f0,0 ,0.4530s5dg at 10 K, and
additional phase angles sc=0;c= ± 12qzd relate the magnetic
moments within the crystallographic cell. We found a certain
covalency of the Ir-Si chemical bond, but an overall metallic
character of the compound. The magnetic moments calcu-
lated with the LSDA are lower than the experimental values,
whereas an agreement is reached when using the LSDA+U
approximation, with U=2–4 eV. The experimentally ob-
served magnetic structure is calculated to have the lowest
energy, with good agreement between the observed and cal-
culated lengths of the propagation vector as well as the
angles between the magnetic moments within the crystallo-
graphic cell. A band mechanism is proposed to stabilize this
noncollinear magnetic structure.
TABLE IV. Comparison between structural parameters calculated by LSDA, LSDA+U sU=2–4d, and the experimentally obtained
parameters sat 10 Kd.
Vol. sÅ3d b /a c /a xMn zMn xIr zIr xSi zSi
LSDA 155.918 0.6585 1.2376 0.0341 0.1858 0.1634 0.5627 0.7515 0.6201
LSDA+U
sU=2 eVd 161.727 0.6470 1.2160 0.0331 0.1840 0.1648 0.5632 0.7622 0.6219
LSDA+U
sU=3 eVd 165.693 0.6350 1.1869 0.0297 0.1817 0.1639 0.5618 0.7712 0.6244
LSDA+U
sU=4 eVd 168.860 0.6268 1.1606 0.0266 0.1791 0.1625 0.5604 0.7771 0.6258
Exp
s10 Kd 170.14s2d 0.61323s7d 1.1411s1d 0.0258s9d 0.1719s8d 0.1600s4d 0.5604s4d 0.7795s9d 0.6290s8d
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